Star Trader
Handbook
Your easy guide to becoming a sim trading superstar
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Welcome to Star Trader
Star Trader is the sim trading platform
for O2. For every sim you trade on Star
Trader you earn £5 when your customer
activates it with £10 for the first time.
So the power to become a sim trading
superstar is in your hands.

O2 Star Trader Handbook
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This handbook is your guide to everything
Star Trader-related. And it’s printer
friendly, just in case you want to keep a
copy handy.

“Sim trading is the cutting edge of
our business. The success of Star
Trader is all thanks to the brilliant
Star Traders that do the trading...
you deserve all the credit.”

Andrew Carpenter
Online Sales Manager (Prepay)
at O2 Telefonica

Trading sims successfully means
you can earn potentially unlimited
rewards. Star Trader helps make the
process as simple and efficient as
possible but the real driving force
behind your success is you.

What you get from Star Trader
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We have lots of support and benefits for Star Traders and we’re always working hard to
bring you more. Here’s a quick rundown of everything that’s available right now.

The Star Trader tiers
They’re Bronze, Silver, Gold and Platinum.
As a new Trader you start on the Bronze tier, then you can move up as you trade.

The tier you are in determines:
• The maximum number of sims you
can order every month (and the size
of the batches you can order sims in)
• Your activation rate to move up to
the next tier

Platinum

Gold

• The minimum number of activations
you need to get to keep trading on
the tier you’re at now

Silver

Bronze
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Rising up: activation rates and moving between tiers
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How we work out your
activation rate

We review your activation rate
once every three months

We take the number of sims customers
activate as a percentage of the number
of sims you ordered.

We review them on 1 January, 1 April,
1 July and 1 October to see if you have
qualified to move to the next tier.

Activation rate =
(sims activated ÷ sims ordered) x 100

Your activation rate determines
what tier you’re in
If you get higher than a certain activation
rate, we’ll automatically move you up to
a higher tier. If you drop below a certain
activation rate, we’ll automatically move
you down to a lower tier.

Think you can trade more than
your allowance?
If you’re in the middle of the three
months and think you can trade more
than your allowance, that’s great. Get in
touch with the Star Trader support team
to see how we can help.

We combine the activation rate over the
previous three months – that means you
can have a quiet month, make it up with
a busy one, and still keep your overall
activation rate up.
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Your commission: the really important bit

1

O2 Star Trader Handbook
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Distribute sims
Order your sims
from the Star Trader
website. Try trading
them to friends, family,
colleagues and online.

£5 Paid into your account
We transfer money into
your account on the
eleventh working day
of every month for the
previous 2 months of
verified activations. Watch
out for the cash coming
your way.
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Customer tops up £10
Star Trader pays you
£5 for every activation
you get.
We define an activation
as a customer topping
up a sim you’ve traded
with £10 or more for
the first time.

4
Star Trader checks
against fraud and spam
We pay your commission
two months after your
customers have activated.
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This gives us enough
time to make sure
they’re not fraudulent.

Sometimes we offer Star Traders extra commission, for example, if your customers
activate specific tariffs. You’ll be automatically enrolled in promotions like this and
we’ll pay you the extra commission by cheque.

Prizes, rewards and more
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You can get prizes, rewards and
other perks all year round – we love
a big giveaway.
You can stay up-to-date with the
latest prize draws and competitions by
checking the emails you get from us
and by logging in regularly on the Star
Trader website to see what’s going on.
Every month Star Trader offers you
an opportunity to get even more for
being part of the programme, above
and beyond your commission for an
activation. Cash, tech, gift vouchers –
there’s always something up for grabs.

Meet the Star Traders
People sign up to Star Trader for all
sorts of different reasons. Maybe
you’re a natural sales person, maybe
you’re saving up for something special,
or maybe you just like the idea of some
extra cash in your pocket.

Silver

How far you go as a Star Trader is up to
you. To get some inspiration check out
these guys.
Gold

Bronze

Mr Singh’s been a Star Trader
since 2013 and he trades just
outside of London. He has an
activation rate of 9% and has
earnt £341 so far with Star
Trader. As a Bronze Trader, he
can order 20 sims a month.

Platinum

Mrs Naylor is one of our best
Silver Traders. She’s been with
Star Trader since 2011 and has
earnt £4,267. She also won
our ‘Pushing for Promotion’
competition, last year, by
reaching her target.
Mrs Cress has been on the
Gold tier since 2016 and has
earnt £5,869 so far with Star
Trader. She trades online and
has an activation rate of 17%.

Mr Awan is one of our
Platinum Traders and can order
up to 550 sims a month. He
trades in his own shop and has
earnt £30,079 since joining
Star Trader in 2012.
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Let’s get online

O2 Star Trader Handbook
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Getting to know Star Trader
The Star Trader website has everything
you need to start trading. Once you’ve
logged in, you can see a snapshot of
everything that’s going on right now on

the homepage. On your dashboard you can
track your progress and place sim orders.
And on the news page you can get all the
latest info.

O2 Star Trader Website

Latest winners

Star Trader rewards

See your name in the spotlight

All the cash and goods up for grabs

Latest news

Hints & tips

Top Traders are always in the know

Trading superstars share their secrets

Earnings

Activation rate

Those all-important numbers at a glance

Track your trading success

Support
Need help? We’re here for you

Welcome to your dashboard

O2 Star Trader Handbook
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Click on view
profile to check/
update your
personal details
See what tier
you’re on
See what you
need to trade for
other tiers

See your activation
and payment
history with the
activation tracker

See how much
you’ve earnt

Keep track of your
latest activity
Order sims easily

View reports
to see detailed
breakdowns of
how you’re doing

Get the Star Trader app

O2 Star Trader Handbook
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The Star Trader app helps you to keep
trading and earning when you’re on
the move.
Keep track of progress with reports and
activation summaries, place your next
order and see the latest news so you’re
never out of the loop.
It’s the best way to stay on top of your
Star Trader game.
Download it from the App Store or
Google Play Store and say hello to
trading on the go.

Get your digital banner
Got your own website? You can trade
straight from there with a personalised
URL banner. This means that customers
can order directly from your website.
When a customer clicks on your
banner, they will be taken to the O2
free sim site where they can order their
sim. Once they’ve activated it, you
get your commission – simple as that.
Star Trader will track and pay these
activations in the same way as your
other sim cards.

Get the Star Trader support team to help you set it up and check it’s working.

Email us at support@o2startrader.co.uk
(replies may take up to 72 hours)

Call us on 07871 910 412

The tariffs you can trade
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Your sims all have different combinations of calls, texts and data. Whatever your customers
need, as a Star Trader you can give them the right tariff and encourage them to activate.

Classic Pay As You Go
This is for customers that like to keep things
simple. If your customer just wants to make the
occasional call and send the odd text, Classic is
what they’re looking for. They just need to top
up and pay for what they use.

Top up £10

5p
a min

4G ready

5p
a text

5p
a MB

They’ll need to top up at least £10 to activate
their Classic Pay As You Go sim for the first time.

NEW

data Big Bundles
Do your customers have data-hungry
smartphones? Are they gamers or music fans on
the go? Then data Big Bundles is for them. They
can choose between £10, £15, £20, £25 or £30
tariffs. Customers get minutes, texts and data for
their credit and this lasts for a month.
Plus, data Big Bundles also include international
Bolt Ons across all tariffs, reducing international
rates to 1p a minute and 15p a text.

£10 data Big Bundle

250
minutes

International sims
Do you have customers who want to stay in
touch with friends and family abroad? With calls
from just 1p a minute and two top up options to
choose from, it’s a flexible way for your customers
to get in touch with people around the world.

texts

£15 data Big Bundle

500
minutes

1000
texts

£20 data Big Bundle

1000
minutes

2000
texts

£25 data Big Bundle

2000
minutes

There is no contract with data Big Bundles, your
customers allowance will renew on the same
day, the next month, if they have enough credit
for their bundle. If they don’t then they will use
their credit at our standard rates.*

1000

2000
texts

£30 data Big Bundle

3000
minutes

3000
texts

Top up £10

3000

O2 to O2 - texts

Top up £10

3000

O2 to O2 - Calls and texts

4G ready

2GB
data

4G ready

5GB
data

4G ready

6GB
data

4G ready

8GB
data

4G ready

20GB
data

4G ready

100
MB
data
4G ready

200
MB
data

*Find O2 standard rates here:
https://www.o2.co.uk/termsandconditions/mobile/pay-as-you-go-big-bundle-tariff-charges
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Tracking and ordering
Getting the goods: ordering your sims
The amount of sims you can order
depends on the tier you’re in. Check out
the table below to see how many sims
you can order every month.
You can order your sims in batches to
make sure you get the right sims for your
customers. If you order up to 20 sims,
they’ll fit through your letter box.
Remember, if you order your full
allowance, you’ll need to activate
10% before you can order again.
This is how it breaks down:

Tracking your activations
You can check out the monthly snapshot
on your dashboard to see all your verified
activations, and last month’s unverified
ones. You’ll see how many activations
we’re paying you for too.

O2 Star Trader Handbook
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Successful Traders don’t waste sims
So, no matter how ambitious you’re
feeling, make sure you only order as
many sims as you think you can trade.

How we send you your sims
We’ll send your sims as a second class
Royal Mail parcel. Most of the time it’ll fit
through your letterbox but if you ordered
over 50 sims you’ll need to be in to take
your delivery. And most of the time
(unless we’re really busy), they should be
with you within two weeks.

Guarding against fraud
Fraud and spam are unfortunate facts
of modern life. To help make sure your
activations are legitimate, we verify
every single one.
If we haven’t checked your activations
yet, we mark them as awaiting
verification. After we’ve checked them,
we’ll mark them as pending payment
and then pay your commission.
If they are linked to fraud/spam by
the O2 team, we will mark them
as unverified.

O2 Star Trader Handbook
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Time to trade

O2 Star Trader Handbook
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You’ve signed up. You have your sims. It’s time to trade.
Here’s some of the ways our most successful Star Traders do it.

Online – through their
own website or on an
online shop.

Social media channels
– through tapping into
groups and communities.

Shops – if you don’t run
a shop yourself, think
about partnering with
phone repair shops or
corner shops.

Of course, these aren’t your only options.

If you’re new to this sort of
thing, you could try your
trading skills on friends
and family first. Talking to
people you know can be
easier to begin with, and
your first customers might
be closer than you think.

There are loads of
opportunities in the
workplace too. Are you part
of any clubs or groups? Try
telling them about O2 and
get them to activate.

You could also go along
to events, festivals or fairs
that are going on in your
area – they’re a great
opportunity to meet new
people and get your sims
out there.

Every sim counts

O2 Star Trader Handbook
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Trading is pretty straightforward but every sim counts so you don’t want to waste
a single one. Here are a few hints and tips to help you make the most of your
activations... and your commission.
• What are the odds?

• It’s all in the timing

Is this customer likely to activate their sim
card? If you’re not sure, it might be a good
idea to hang on to it and give it to someone
who really wants it.

• Trade the right sim to the
right person
Think about what each customer is likely to
want from their tariff. Are they heavy data
users? Or do they just prefer the occasional
chat? If you give them a sim that gives
them what they need, they’re more likely to
activate it.

You can make the most of your trading at
different times of the year. For example,
summer holidays work best for the
International sims; Christmas is a good time
to go with Big Bundles as handsets are given
as presents. With a little imagination you can
trade a sim that fits with every time of year.

• Get streetwise
Think about your local community. Are there
international food stores? Is there a college
with overseas students? Get out there and find
the customers for any sim.

• Every handset tells a tale
Have they got a pretty basic phone? Classic
Pay As You Go is likely to be right for them.
Are they sporting a top end smartphone?
Then Big Bundles are the way to go.

What do our Traders tell us?
“You can earn loads with
Star Trader; it helps me
pay my bills at the end of
the month”

“I trade to my friends and
family... they’re easy to talk
to and I know they’re going
to top up their sims”

“People can order sims
straight off my website. Star
Trader runs alongside my
phone business very nicely”

Selling O2 – tell them all about the perks
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O2 is famous for giving customers more for a reason. That means you can
tempt customers to choose O2 (and your sims) with the perks we give that our
competitors don’t.

O2 Rewards
Every three months we add up your customers’ top-ups and give them
5% for the first 6 months and 10% after 6 months, back as a reward.
They can claim their rewards as extra airtime credit or save them up for
money off gig tickets, a new handset or high street vouchers.
We know our customers are fans of O2 Rewards – you can win them
over one voucher at a time.

O2 Priority
Give customers a sneak peak at the O2 Priority app.
Let them see all the perks that are just for our customers, like:
• Discounts on shopping, entertainment and dining
• Tickets for thousands of gigs across the UK up to 48 		
hours before anyone else can get them
• Competitions and prize draws for once in a lifetime events.

Customer Service

Best Network

O2 Wifi

For the past 7 years, O2
have been rated no.1 for
the best customer service
by Ofcom.

As voted for by uSwitch,
O2 won the best network
award in 2017.

Customers don’t have to
eat into their own data,
they can connect to over
4,500 free wifi hotspots
around the country.

To find out more about O2 Priority and O2 Rewards,
visit https://priority.o2.co.uk/ and https://priority.o2.co.uk/rewards
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You’re now all set
If you’ve just joined, welcome again to
the platform. We hope you’re as excited
about becoming a Star Trader as we are
about having you on board.
And if you’re an existing Trader we hope
this guide will help you become even
better at what you already do.
Good luck and happy trading!

Get in touch
If you ever need any help or support from
the Star Trader team, we’re here for you.
Give us feedback, ask questions, get more
detailed trading advice and let us know if
you think you can trade more than your
current allowance.
Email us at
support@o2startrader.co.uk
(replies may take up to 72 hours)

Call us on 07871 910 412

O2 Star Trader Handbook
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